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Realizing that already three reviewers comments have been made, I decided to read those and give some additional comments. Overall I agree with the comments so far, that this study bears very exciting ecohydrological results, but that the analysis should be refined and deepened and better organized. The authors should look at their abstract, which is find quite nice, and look which figures they really need for the statements they make.

To my mind the first figures (the bars of NEE, RECO, GPP) side-by-side the different sites are not very insightful and could be combined or put in a table. Instead I would like to see extended analysis of the rainuse efficiency issue, which appear one cnetral
finding. Since the authors partly have both sap-flow and eddy flux data, they should analyse also if and how partitioning changed. This combined analysis is rarely done and would add originality to the manuscript. I also agree it is a bit awkward that no soil moisture data is shown. Why? If there isn’t any, I would expect at least plots of cumulative soil water balance or an approach as in Graner et al. (2007) at least.

I encourage the authors to invest into these improvements; then it will be a high impact publication.
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